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QAnon Deconstructed: Faith and Lies
Sam Andrus

Department of Political Science, Chapman University; Orange, California
Introduction to Research
▪QAnon is a super-conspiracy centered around an anonymous image
board user called “Q”.
▪Q is believed by their supporters to be high ranking military
intelligence with “Q-level clearance”.
• The conspiracy is centered around a cabal of high-ranking
government officials called the “deep state” or the “new world
order” who use their power and influence to abduct, traffic, and
engage sexually with children.
• The conspiracy is tied to Donald Trump who is believed to be
the savior of the country and will usher in the “storm” and the
“Great Awakening”.
• Telegram is an alternative social media platform, similar to Parler,
released in 2013 that has been adopted by conservatives due to the
grievance that mainstream social media has become biased.
• Alternative types of social media platforms allow for the building of
strong and active online communities that can produce echo
chambers of violent rhetoric and hate speech that would be
censored on other platforms.

Hypotheses

Findings

• H1: Out of the total 723 cases, the most common type of content will be QAnon related (QR) content, followed by
content related to sexual abuse of children (CP), fear mongering or accelerationism (FM), and Christianity (CH).
• H2: The most prominent type of message will be text messages followed by links to other forums, articles, or media.
• H3: The forums with large member/subscriber bases will incorporate more content outside of QAnon related content
and have a different mode content tag.

Data

H1:
Chart 1: Forum
Breakdown

Table 2: Top 10 (T10) Content Codes
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Methodology
This research utilized open source intelligence (OSINT) methods to
collect messages from six different QAnon-related Telegram channels
and three groups (the difference being only admins can post on
channels):
• Ultra Pepe Lives Matter (UPLM) - 212,990 subscribers (C)
• TheStormHasArrived17 (S17) - 148,335 subscribers (C)
• BandOfBrothersQ (BOBQ) - 13,873 members (G)
• Q+Anons (Q+A) - 29,655 members (G)
• WeTheUltraMedia (WTUM) - 228,440 subscribers (C)
• QAnon Warriors (QW) - 65,710 subscribers (C)
• Midnight Rider Channel (MRC) - 196,236 subscribers (C)
• Where We Go One, We Go All (WWG) - 3,410 members (G)
• Q World Order (QWO) - 35,443 subscribers (C)

WWG
22.54%

WTUM
13.97%

MRC
34.44%

*Many cases contained multiple content types and were thus tagged with more than one code.

*All user counts recorded November 12th, 2022.

Data sample was collected by selecting every seventh message
starting on the date June 24th, 2022 and ending on July 1st, 2022.
That eight day period was chosen due to Q posting to the internet
forum 8kun on June 24th, the first post since December 2020.

H2:
Chart 2: Message Type Breakdown

Table 3: T10 x Mode Message Type

Q posted a total of five times during the observed time period, going
silent again on the 29th. Other notable events during the time period
spurred heavy engagement across the majority of channels; these
events include: the release of the Dobbs decision by the Supreme
Court overturning Roe v. Wade on the 24th, the death of Michael
Stenger (the Senate’s Sergeant at Arms on January 6th, 2021) on
June 27th, Ghislaine Maxwell (a prominent character in the QAnon
conspiracy) was sentenced to 20 years in prison for conspiring with
Jeffery Epstein to sexually abuse minors on June 28th, Cassidy
Hutchinson (former aide to Trump’s chief of staff) testified before the
House January 6th select committee on June 28th, and the death of
Dr. Vladimir Zelenko (who promoted the Trump-endorsed
hydroxychloroquine treatment of COVID-19) on June 30th.

Codebook
A total of 723 messages were linked and recorded. Each message
was dated, separated by the channel or group, identified as an image,
video, meme, link, or text post, and finally tagged with one or more
content codes (Table 1).
Table 1: Message Content Codes

Comments/threads under messages were not examined or coded.

H1:
Out of all 723 coded messages, messages coded for Fear
Mongering (FM) made up 17.3%, precisely 125 messages.
QAnon related messages (QR) ranked third, making up 13.7%
of the total. Christianity (CH) and Child pedophilia/other abuse
both made up 11.8% of cases.
• Messages that did not fit into the criteria of this research
study were coded as Other (OT). These include anything
related to abortion rights, a number of benign posts, and
unrelated discussions or arguments between members.
• Fear mongering coded cases often included other tag codes
as well, making it more of an additive trait. Example below:

H3:

Table 4: Forum Size x Mode T10

H2:
The most common type of message was text messages with
247 cases, accounting for 34.2% of all messages coded. Links
made up 25.4% of messages with 184 cases and video was
coded 183 times, making up 25.3% of all cases. Additionally,
out of the T10 codes, those messages coded relating to
QAnon (QR) and tags related to the conspiracy in other ways
(CP & DS), were more likely to be transmitted via text than any
other type of message. Fear mongering was largely
transmitted via links, the only tag in the T10 to be. This means
that the majority of fear mongering was directing people
outside the QAnon forums whereas the majority of QAnon
related content was typed out in said forums. As well, 77.2%
(the biggest majority in Table 3) of Fox News related posts
(FX) were videos, meaning that most of the 7.88% of FX cases
were simple clips of Fox News broadcasts.
H3:
Out of the nine forums sampled, the largest was
WeTheUltraMedia (WTUM), making up 13.97% of all
messages coded. WTUM’s mode T10 tag was CP, meaning
that 24.7% of messages involved, in some way, the QAnon
belief that elites are sexually and physically abusing children.
The next largest forums, Ultra Pepe Lives Matter (UPLM) and
Midnight Rider Channel (MRC), had the mode content tags of
QR and FM respectively. This disproves Hypothesis 3 as the
top two largest forums both have more promulgation of QAnon
related messages than anything else. Interestingly, the three
group forums (members can communicate with each other) all
had mode tags more removed from QAnon: CH, OT, and VI.
This means that given the ability to freely discuss QAnon and
related topics on a relatively secure platform, the average
QAnon believer would be likely to discuss Christianity, other
topics, or advocate violence.

Conclusion
Overall, the results of testing Hypothesis 1 revealed that the
Top 10 (T10) content codes point to a system predicated on
fear that is used to galvanize and scare QAnon followers
into believing the government is controlled by powerful bad
actors, with Trump and Q as the agents of righteous
change. This finding is reinforced by the results of testing
Hypothesis 3 which present further evidence that members
of the QAnon belief system believe they are engaged in a
battle of good vs evil against child predators. Further, as the
world saw on January 6th, 2021, some people, who very
may well have posted some of the coded messages used in
this research, will go to extreme and dangerous lengths for
their faith in the lies of QAnon.

